Date: Thursday 22nd May 2008
Venue: Citadel of Quait Bey, Alexandria, Egypt
Title: Euro-Mediterranean Dialogue Night
Organiser: Anna Lindh Foundation, Alexandria & the Mediterranean Research Centre (Head of the Egyptian Network of the Anna Lindh Foundation)
Patronage: H.E. General Adel Labib; Governor of Alexandria, and the Ministry of Culture of the Arab Republic of Egypt.

Programme

18.00: Side activities including an exhibition area of the Anna Lindh Foundation National Network and a all-night entertainment corner (Spin Art, String Art, Balloon Twisting, Juggling, Origami and Painting)

Arts and Generation Side Stage

18:00 Puppet Show by Arts & Generations
19:00 Breakdance show by AlexCrew sponsored by The Goethe Institute
19:30 Euro-Mediterranean Oldies Concert by Les Compagons (Mireille Banoub) sponsored by Arts & Generations

Main Stage Events

20.30: Opening ceremony
Key speeches from official representatives

21.30: Cultural performances
Choir Performance by German Deutsche Schule der Borromäerinnen Alexandria Choir
Break Dance Performance by Alex Crew (sponsored by the Goethe Institut)
Eriani's Cry, a play by Spirit of Youth Association

23.30: Main act
Fathy Salama (oriental jazz, Egypt) + Fernando Perez (flamenco Guitar, Spain) + Florent Cornillet (saxophone, France)

During the event, there will be the synchronization with the other Dialogue Nights across the Mediterranean

Media and press representatives are invited to the event.